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Mr Gulzari Lal Nanda, the
in the art of misleading this
- country, taking extraordinary
precautions
when the imaginary
wolf
served his purpose, and being slack and lackadaisical when there were
snakes in the grass. His men failed to detect in time the infiltrators'
in Kashmir last year and the failure was portentious, leading to a brief
but ruinous war, the penalty for which the country paid in devaluation
of the rupee and of our self-respect.
His White Paper on the Left
Communists proved nothing and so far not a single rugged guerilla
has been rounded up. As for th'e many explosions of popular unrest
almost all over the country, the poor Mr Nanda and his men need not
be blameu for their inability to read the writing on the wall, became
things have come to such a pass that they have ceased to be mere lawand-order problems.
About the sadhus, Mr Nanda, who is associated with the Bharat
Sadhu Samaj, should have known better. There was trouble in September
on the same issue-cow-slaughter-and
the Jan Sangh prepared for a
rally. But the Home Minister, like the late Prime Minister, was known
to have a soft corner for certain organisations,
the RSS being one of
them. The way civil defence in Delhi was taken over almost overnight
by the RSS in September last year with the blessings of the top men of
the Government
was astonishing
and alarming.
The point is, the
Congress, which is not a monolithic party in the good sense, tolerates too
many reactionary
elements and allows itself to be dominated by the
ruling spirit of Aryabarta,
the hear~land of Hindi.
Some of these
elements, had they the power, would perhaps reintroduce
even sutti.
Militant ,Hinduism has been on the offensive in many areas of the
country.
At times it explodes in attacks on the minority community;
at others it finds expression in the agitation against cow-slaughter and
for Hindi as the official language.
The case against cow-slaughter is so flimsy that it should have been
dismissed. But the pity is that most parties in India operate on a limited
ideological plane.
They never carryon a campaign against old practices,
old ideas, old habit.~. It is difficult to undertake such a campaign where
millions of men are illiterate, but it has to be undertaken
somehow.
Otherwise, after one or two steps forward in economic and political terms,
there will be five backward steps. All of a sudden, masses of people will
work themselves up into a frenzy over issues like cow-slaughter and it may
n9t be too difficult to turn this frenzy agaiI).st beef-eaters.
It must be remembered that the agitation against cow-slaughter and communalism of the
worst type have gone together.
For the sake of the dumb animal for
whom nothing -much is ever done, human beings are set upon and killed.
The Delhi incident needs a probe. Who were behind it?
The
sadhus, including those who went about stark naked in the capital of
India, are not yet known for their organising capacity.
Allegations of
Jan Sangh and RSS complicity have neither been denied nor confirmed,
though the police have arrested a Jan Sangh MP. Is it a fact that speci<ll
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trains were run to bring in the sadhus
with their tridents and spears? And
why this rally when Mrs Gandhi and
Mr Nanda had given in to the demand?
All this cries for an immediate enquiry and precautionary
~ction because the trouble
may spIll
over beyond Delhi, the sadhu and
the cow being so dear to millions of
Hindu hearts.
Even after Mr N anda has gone, light
will not descend on the country. Those
in the Congress party who have been
quick to move against him are not
angels.
One of them maintained
a
profound silence for many, d~ys d~ring the January
1964 kIllIngs 111
Calcutta but was quite vocal w~1en
Mr N anda, under instructions
from
the Prime Minister, urged some restraint upon the W~st Bengal Government during the March upheaval.
These men are glad that they have
slaughtered the Home Minister pol,itically, taking advantage of the aglt,ation against cow-slaughter. They wIll
be able to tell the foreigners and the
Swatantra that Mr Nanda has gone
because of his failure
to maintain
law and order.
And they will tell
the devout that he has been got rid
of because he was too finn with the
sadhus.
Of such politicians
is the
kingdom of India.

In Its Own Juice
Andhra Pradesh is still at a simmer.
Troops are being rushed
to
different parts of the State, and demonstrations
of frustration and anger
continue.
Whether
the situation
again boils over or not, it seems
the last. has not been heard of the
agitation;
for Andhra
has 'not yet
got a steel plant.
If the Prime Minister is fully posted with information,
the Government.
does not have the
resources for a fifth steel plant, and
a decision on location would, therefore, be premature. At t.he same time,
the Cabinet
sub-commitee
appointed to report on the feasibility
of
setting up the fifth public-sector steel
plant at Visakhapatnam
has recommended a plan t there in the fourth
plan itself, provided resources permit.
The agitation synchronised with the
session of the sub-committee,
and il
appears that its sponsors are already
half-way to their objective.
They
may think that another round will
wring a firm commitment
out of the
Centre.
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In an almost
similar
situation
Andhra politicians got a State of their
own and set in motion
a process
which has over a decide wrought
many changes in the map of India,
the last of them only a few days ago.
That the Andhra politicians are up
to their old game is beyond doubt.
The Chief Minister, Mr Brahmananda
Reddy, has not thought it necessary
to conceal that he is with the agitators.
His sudden air-dash to New
Delhi at the height of trouble to commisserate with the Central leaders and
his subsequent statements underscore
his involvement.
Maybe he has a
special reason to avow his alliance;
he may have found in the agitation
an opportunity
to cut down to size
his rival
in the State Congress,
Mr N. Sanjeeva Reddy, who has a
habit of alternating
between
chief
ministership
in Andhra and office of
one kind or another at the Centre.
''''here vel' the fifth steel plant may be
finally located, it seems the present
Chief Minister has succeeded in his
other objective.
Mr Sanjeeva Reddy
has denied that as the Union Steel
Minister
he dilly-dallied
over the
technical committee's
report
recomJ:l1ending the plant at Visakhapatnam.
But factionalism in the Andhra Congress will not allow the matter to rest
at. this denial, and the campaign as
also the agitation may receive further
fanning.
It is doubtful if the Centre really
believes that the people will take
seriously its plea that. aJ;l immediate
decision is not possible in vi~w of the
uncertainty
of resources.
Many of
the fourth plan projects on which the
Government
has so glibly committed
itself should
have then gone the
same way. The real reason is that
there are too many claimants for the
plant, and with only three months
left for the general election t.he Centre would like to avoid, if it can, displeasing any of them.
The Cabinet
sub-committee's
recommendation
that
Hospet and Salem should have pig
iron plant.s is poor recompense
for
a steel plant.
''\That the Central
leaders overlook is that the consideration that prompts them to a postponement
is goading Andhra politicians to action.
The promise of a
steel plant may win votes for the
Congress in a State where opposition
to the party is by no means negligible.
Maybe
the Centre
wants also to
avoid an impression that it is giving
in to blackmail.
The
anxiety
is

understandable,
but the Co
party and governmen t in tlte
are too far gone on the road of
sure politics to retrace their
Over the years the Centre has
ed in the. fostering of an impres
that it acts only under pressure,
a hard knock alone breaks its im
sivity.
More serious than tha
has generated a belief that fai
has no place in its decision-mak
it is moved only by experi
Agitations such as in Andhra,
ever may engineer them, are al
an expression of this loss of fai
the people in the sense of justi
the Government
in New Delhi.

Patil Again
The ascendance of Mr S. K.
in the Union Cabinet has been s
ever since he appointed himself
emissary of the. late Mr Lal Bah
Shastri to the United States.
change in prime ministership has
affect.ed his fortune, and judgin
the authority
and confidence
which he has started
speaking
subjects that by no means come
in his domain he must be very
the summit now. He has practi
become a second Home Minister,
it should not be surprisi.ng if he
his sight trained
on the pOl'
held by M[. Nanda, now under
ther cloud because of the sadh
the
rampage.
As
the
for
election
operator
of the Co
party,
he will not set too
a price if he wants to exchang
specialised skill for the home
tership of India.
He moved 0
the Railway Ministry after m
the country thoroughly de pen de
PL 480. The deterioration
in
working of the Railways as refl
in the frequency of accidents su
that it is time for Mr Patil to
to another ministry where his la
will find further scope for expr
He is, however, not the ma
admit that. the increase in acci
has any relation to the efficien
the administration
over whi
presides.
Years ago Mr Lal lla
Shastri had resigned as Railway
ister after a series of major acci
That too was elect.ion-eve, an
Patil is aware of the possibility
irreverent demand that he folIo
precedent.
Though
in the
time the people have lost wh
faith they had in the democrali
fessions of the Congress, Mr P
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not the man to take any chances. He
has mounted an offensive and de·
clared that most of the rail accidents
in the past six months were due to
deliberate acts of sabotage wi th political or linguistic
motives.
This
could have
been
dismissed
as
a familiar
Patil
rant
had
it
not been accompanied
by a threat
that the Government
would amend
the law to provide capital punishment for such sabotage.
Now his
junior has announced
in Parliament
that a Bill to give effect to this de·
cision would be introduced shortly.
Whether capital punishment
is ;;
deterrent of crime is debatable. Mosl
civilised people do not think so.
Obviously, Mr Patil does not belong
to that category.
That apart, nobody
is i(oing to accept the findings of the
Railways as the truth.
Too many
people have learnt from experience
what importance
to attach to what
the Railways say. It will be interesting to know in how many accident~
a judicial inquiry has been held and
to what extent the findings of such
inquiry confirm Mr Patil's allegation.
In the absence of such corroboration
it will appear that the Government
is not merely absolving Mr Patil but
using his inefficiency as a pretext to
assume drastic powers against
its
political adversaries.
Despite
the
devaluation of human life iQ this
country, capital punishment
remains
too serious a matter to be invoked
lightly. Few things can be more
ironic than the spectacle of a government bent on imposing a total ban
on cow-slaughter
readily endorsing
proposals to extend
the range of
offences punishable with death.

New States
On October
10,
1848,
Lord
Dalhousie, then Viceroy of India,
declared: "Unwarned
by precedent,
uninfluenced by example,
the Sikh
nation has called for war, and on my
word, Sirs, they shall have it with a
Icni(eance". On November 1, 1966,
allthe big noises in Delhi and Chandigarh were hailing the birth of Punjab and Haryana and, if any of them
had any history in them, they might
have said, "Encouraged
by the pre«dent of Andhra, emboldened by the
unexampled vacillation of Delhi, the
'khs have called for a state and the
indus another, and on our word
hich is all we have) , Sirs, they shall
ve these States".
There are differ-

ences, of course.
The new Punjab is
not, yet, a Sikh State; language rather
than religion is the criterion.
Haryana too will have many Sikhs but the
language spoken shall be Hindi, the
one Indian language which has not
only a monster of a State in Uttar
Pradesh, which the late Sardar Panikkar wanted
split, but also Bihar,
Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh and now
Haryana.
Whoever loses in any dispute, Hindi always wins. But that
is by the way.
In spite of the unconcealable hypocrisy behind some of the recent effusions over the "happy" birth of India's seventeenth
State, there is in
fact reason for at least relief. There
was substance in Mr Nehru's
fears
that a Punjabi Suba might become
only a Sikh State, thus defeating his
cherished secularism. The other consideration with him in opposing the
vel)' idea of a Punjabi Suba was that
this was a border
State;
again,
Nehru's misgiving could hardly be
dismissed as groundless; Master Tara
Singh, before he lost out to Sant
.Fateh Singh, made some very dubious
statements both at home and in Pakistan.
And it is interesting
to recall that the fact of Punjab being on
the border caused the British not a
little worry.
The Sikh army crossed
the Sutlej on December lI, 1845. We
quote Percival Spear:
"It was a soldier's war, brief and bloody ... the
Sikh army was finally broken up at
Sobraon
on February
10, 1846 ...
There was little generalship on either
side ... The mili tary lessons of the
war were the fighting value of the
Sikh soldier which came as a revelation to many on the British side and
the old Napoleonic lesson of the importance of artillery.
The Sikh State
now lay prostrate and its disposal became a pressing problem.
One solu·
tion was to annex the Panjab outright.
But this would both have reo
moved a hitherto useful buffer against
aggression from the north-west
and
severely taxed British
strength
in
holding down so large an area (The
Governor, Mr Dharma Vira, recalled
how large) filled with a martial and
disaffected people".
The Treaty of
Lahore of March 9, 1846, fully reflect.
ed the British fears and the British
follies.
Percival Spear again:
"The
settlement
was completed
by the
handing
over of Kashmir
to the
Dogra chief of Jammu, Golab Singh,
who had nicely calculated the precise
moment for abandoning
the cause to

which he owed all his fortune,
for
£1 million sterling.
The effects of
this ill-omened act have not yet ceased to operate".
This, again, is by
the way.
The object of this longish look at
past history is not to suggest that
history
repeats
itself.
While
her
father's total aversion to the very concept of a Punjabi Suba might have
generated a good deal of trouble, Mrs
Indira
Gandhi's
apparent
compromise has evidently led to what wears
every appearance
of at least shortterm accord.
Once the two States
were conceded, the actual process o'f
dividing Punjab was almost painless.
The agreement to accept Chandigarh
as the common capital was certainly
welcome, although it may be wonder·
ed whether yet another problem has
not been shelved.
On the other
hand, the Punjabi's
earthy realism
may well see to it that the fact of
Punjabi unity transcends the act of
division.
It is no secret that many
who declared their language as Hindi
speak Punjabi as a matter of hahit;
it is equally well known
that the
Punjabi-speaking
can have no such
animosity
towards
Hindi
as, say,
Tamils or Bengalis may with some
show of reason.
There is little reason to think that
the sponsors of the Punjabi Suba today have anything like the expansionist spirit of people like Ran iit
Sing-h, who extended his domain to
Kashmir in the north, Peshawar
in
the west and Multan in the southwest. In spite of its impressive phy·
sical expansion,
Himachal
Pradesh
has no Amar Singh to show; and
Chandigarh,
yet another Union Territory, is more a place for architec·
tural virtuosity than for political ori·
ginality.
Debilitated
Delhi overshadows the whole scene; the famous
virility of the Sikhs is mainly incidental.
They have clone well out of
Delhi, as now transformed,
and they
may want to keep it that way. Tha(
Delhi was once part of Punjab is history which need not repeat
itself.
Or, may it?
Perish the thought I
It is late in the clay to question the
wisdom of linguistic redist.ribu tion of
the country.
Nor, as suggested earlier,
should
lin?;Uistic
groupings
necessarily degenerate
into religious
exclusiveness,
although
those who
think, with or without approval. that
the scales may yet be weighted against
the 16-year-old secularism when the
challenge is from age-old religious
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bonds should not be dismissed with
derision.
Like all religions, Sikhism
is no stranger to orthodoxy and obscurantism;
but there is no evidence
yet that the leaders of gurdwaras are
nearly as keen to shape ~u~jab on
religious lines as some rabbis m Israel
have in recent years attempted.
The
hold of the Jan Sangh in Haryana
will be known only after the next
O"eneral election, which will also show
b
where the Congress stands between
the forces of the two religions and
the two languages.
What should ~e
said to the credit of the Congress IS
that, in full knowledge of the disa~vantages likely to accrue to the party s
electoral prospects, it has conceded
the demand for Punjab and Haryana.
It is altogether academic
to discuss
whether the will of the people has
thus been vindicated or the cause of
democracy
advanced.
Everything
turns on the unity of the country;
with any crack in that all the glib
solutions of today will tomorrow look
like so many problems.

Under The Lyndon Tree
No dramatic moves are likely in
Vietnam until after the US elections.
It seems Mr Johnsosn and his Democrats will not face a landslide
on
November 8. Most people in America
are so obsessed with illusions of grandeur, with their paramount
role in
the world that the Vietnam
war
will not cost the Democrats
this
election.
But the period thereafter
may be fraught with dangerous decisions.
Informed
quarters
in Washington assume that the hawks will
flap their wings farther; even an invasion of the North is not ruled out.
There is some assurance against such
a step in the Manila communique,
but excuses-an
alleged attempt
by
North Vietnam forces to cross the
17th Parallel-will
be easy to cook.
A few divisions of U.S. troops moved
north in mid-October
and they were
joined last week by a further 1,500
. "Marines.
Alternative
courses of escalation are bombing dykes and industrial installations
and blockading
Haiphong harbour.
A blockade may
embarrass Mr Kosygin, but then, if
one is sophisticated
enough, one can
just refuse to be embarrassed.
Until Mr Johnson
visited Asia,
some leaders had thought
that no
country could beat them in sanctimonious hypocrisy.
But their confidence is shaken.
Mr Johnson talked
6

peace and, though his country was
world will acclaim a V.S. decision
the first to use the terror bomb, on
to stop bombing North Vietnam, a
Hiroshima
and Nagasaki for mainly
sovereign State against which war
political reasons, and is spending milhas not been declared, as an ac~ of
lions of dollars a day for destroying
grace, or withdrawal from the South
the Vietnamese
people, he warned
as a supreme gesture of magnanimity.
China not to be naughty with her
The Americans will have to pause
nuclear bombs but dedicate herself
and think this November.
Or Will
to raising her living standards. There
they
be tempted
to take
'one
was, of course, no lack of swooning
more step' if conditions
in Europe,
at his kind words and gestures. The
'the continent of peace', permit them
satellite governments
did not know
to pull back more troops and planes
what to do, overwhelmed
as they
for use in Vietnam?
For, despite the
were by the Presence.
The most
routine
November
7 thunder
of
Mashal Malinovsky against the USA.
sickening
performance
was that of
despite all the Russian
Sams and
the Tunku, who wept over the lot of
anti-aircraft
guns in North Vietnam,
the Vietnamese
being terrorised
by
the Vietcong
and North
Vietnam.
it is strange that the Americans have
The Tunku
made one understand
continued to be so civil, even warm·
hearted,
towards
the Kremlin.
Is
why Soekarno had decided on consomething cooking somewhere?
frontation
against Malaysia.
While
the U.S. war-makers
are
awaiting
the results
of the elections, Mr Johnson's warning to Chi"na
The "Little Summit"
is receiving consideration
in interested quarters.
The Chinese
nuclear
Poor Mrs Gandhi,
retribution
is
feat has been remarkable.
Only the
catching
up with her.
It was not
U.S. and the Soviet Union have so far
possible for her to resist the tempta.
fired a live nuclear-tipped
rocket; " tion of having the three-Power meet·
and the U.S. can claim to have fired
ing at New Delhi. But whom was she
an 'operational'
nuclear missible only
meeting, and what for? Mrs Gandhi's
once-in
1962.
Though
there is Minister of State for External Affairs
some doubt whether the latest Chinwanted the gathering
as a publicity
ese launching was a test of a regular
gimmick for himself
and for her.
operational
system, there is evidence
What actually took place, however
that the Chinese have succeeded in
could hardly be the stuff of which
matching missile technology with the
public relations are made of.
theoretical
physics of small 'deliverIt could not be otherwise.
For
able' nuclear warheads.
This should
Mrs Gandhi was at the wrong meet
cause misgiving in the U.S., not being : she should have been at Manil
cause a Chinese nuclear attack
on
and not at New Delhi.
She wouI
America is feared, but because the
not agree with the other two disti
U.S. policy of nuclear blackmail for
guished participants
that the VSA .
strangling
national liberation
move·
the aggressor in Vietnam.
She coul
ments has had a setback. As French
not agree with Presidents Nasser an
Government
sources said, the testing
Tito that the greatest
menace th
of a nuclear missile means that China
under-developed
countries are faci
has found the answer to any Ameritoday is the tyranny of imperialis
can attempt
to carry the Vietnam
again in the form of the America
war on to Chinese territory.
One
thrust in Asia, Africa and Latin Am
The Indian' Prime Minist
theory disturbing
the Americans
is rica.
that Peking is testing an air-breathcannot overtly condemn imperialism
ing missile instead of a ballistic one.
that would be ingratitude
of a sort
These missiles are designed to be
for doesn't she make do with wha
fired from
submarines,
of which
ever the V.S. can spare?
Mrs Ga
China has about 30.
dhi could not also go with the oth
U.S. satellites which are minting
leaders to stress over much the TIe
money out of the savage war in Vietto abjure external aid and expa
nam by allowing their bases, troops
the area of economic
self-relian
At the other end too, she was
and supplies to be used by the Americans have also reasons to be alarmable to extract the one vital cone
ed. Perhaps they should recall how
sian
necessary
to
placate
Mr Khrushchev threatened American
domestic jingoes; not even Presid
bases overseas after the U-2 incident.
Tito
would
buy her Ameri
The time is fast passing when the
inspired thesis of a weak and w
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anob-

bling Asia lying helpless against the
remorse,less onslaught of China.
Inevitably,
the three-Power
communique was a compendium of banalities. Presidents
Nasser and Tito
can hardly be blamed if they consider the days spent in New Delhi in
every sense a lost weekend.
The
communique amounts
to being the
best of a bad job; and at least the
DAR deleg'ltion must have reached
the conclusion that, from now on, it
would be a waste of time to discuss
issues of non-alignment
with India.
The decision to convene a meeting 01
the economic affairs ministers of the
two countries to review the possibilities of commodity swapping is small
change for the high-falutin
efforts
put in in the first place to co.ax the
two Presidents to visit New Delhi.
So far as this country is concerned,
worse was to follow at the Press con.
ference addressed by the three leaders
on the last day of the conference.
The geniuses in the External Pub.
licity Department
had strained them.
selves to ensure that on Iv the "right"
correspondents are invited to ask the
"right" questions
submitted
in advance. President Nasser scuttled all
that. He took charge of the conference, and maintained an uninhibited
flow of answers to all kinds of awkward, 'controversial'
questions.
It
was during this question-and.answer
sessison that President Nas~cr inflicted
the unkindest
cu.t. In regard
to
the Sino-Indian
border dispute the
Chinese and Indian
governments,
he explained, had different interpret,ations of what are known as the
Colombo proposals, and he would not
care to elaborate which interpretation
is more correct.
This immediately
gives the lie to the Government
of
In~ia's assertion that this country has
accepted the Colombo proposals and
the Chinese
have not.
President
Nasser did not even quite stop here:
by implication, he also supported Mr
Chou En-lai's point of view that no
concessions could be accorded to In~ia in advance before she agreed to
SIt at a conference with China.
Some New Delh bureaucrats
ar~
~o doubt wishing that President Nasser were no more.
Perhaps it was
a Freudian slip of some portent that,
at a reception for him, qur official
musicians played the wrong national
anthem of the DAR and picked the
piece which used to be played in the
neo-colonial days of King FarQuk.
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Andhra-Blood
FROM

A

And Fire

CORRESPONDENT

HYDERABAD:
Andhra
lived
Andhra would have a fair deal. The
through blood and fire for a
technicians
and politicians
were in
week. Communications
were paratheir favour, Andhra people thought
lysed and life came to a standstill.
and, therefore,
they did not mind
There was no protection
to life and
the delay, unjustifiable
as it may be.
property either from the 'protective'
It was at this juncture,
that the
police fire and vandalism or the mass
Consortium, while preferring Visakhaviolence.
There is a lull now, but
patnam,
also described
Salem in
it is by no means the end.
Madras and Hospet in Mysore as two
It all started
when a Gandhiite,
other potent.ial bases. Mr Kamaraj
Mr Amrut Rao, went on an indefi.
suddenly sprang a surprise by making
nite hunger-strike
demanding
locaan announcement
that Salem has
tion of an integrated
steel plant at
been assured of a steel plant.
A deVisakhapatnam
as recommended
by
legation which went from Tamilnad
't,he Anglo-American
Consortium.
was assured by Mrs Indira Gandhi
The agitation,
however, gained
a
that they are assured of a steel plant.
momentum and sweep only when the
This touched off the anger of the
students entered the scene.
Andhra people.
For sixteen long months after the
The
State
Chief
Minister
was
Anglo-American
Consortium had sub·
shuttling between Delhi and Hydera.
mitted its recommendat.ions
to the
bad frequently on this issue, with no
Central Government
preferring
the
final d~cision in sight.
Not even a
locat.ion of the integrated steel plant
res~l~ltlOn of the Pradesh
Congress
at Vlsakhapatnam,
the people of AnPolitical Conference in July, warning
dhra patiently
waited for the plethe Central
Government
of severe
thora of committees
and sub·comconsequences, had any effect.
mittees, for the technical experts and
politicians
to come to a decision.
Hunger-Strike
All the legal and constitutional
forms
It was the futility of this peaceful
open in a democratic society to get
and democratic approach, hath at the
justice were exhausted.
people's and Governmental
levels that
One would appreciate the position
-compelled Mr Amrut Rao to go on
taken by the Andhras much better
an indefinite hunger-strike.
Whether
if he notes certain factors, that Anthe Chief Minister of the State himdhra has remained industrially
backself was behind this move or not is
ward; that it is one of the worst
irrelevant so far as the just cause is
victims of the imbalances in regional
concerned.
development;
that the gap between
Even at this stage, that is, Octothe all-India and State per capita
ber 15, when the hunger-strike
start·
income has not only not closed but
ed, the Central Government
should
widened from plan to plan; that the
have seen the writing on the wall.
industrial
sector
contributes
only
But it did not until the students took
9 per cent to the State's income, that
up the cause, came into the streets
the proportion
of industrial
income
and expressed their anger and reo
of the State in the total industrial
sentment.
It was only then t.hat a
income of the country is only 3.5 per
Cabinet sub-committee was appointed
cent; that the paid-up capital of the
to go into the question.
companies at work in the State does
People recalled the days when Mr
not form even two per cent of the
Nehru abused them for want.ing a
total paid-up capital of all the comseparate Andhra State on a linguispanies in the country.
In the suctie basis and the heights to which
cessive memoranda
submitted
to the
the movement for a separate Andhra
Finance Commission,
the State Gov- . State reached, when Potti Srirall1111u
ernment has been pleading for localaid down his life. It was only agition of more Central sector industation, and that too a militant aQ'itatries in the State to remove the retion, that paid dividends.
The Gov·
gional imbalance.
Successive Prime
ernment did not learn any lesson but
Ministers and Steel Ministers
who
people learnt the proper lesson from
visited Andhra gave assurances that
it as well as from subsequent events.
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The Government yielded only to a~itation and conceded
the Samyukta
Maharashtra,
Punjab
and Haryana
States.
Student~
started
comin~ out of
their coJ1eges and schools from October 27 demonstrating
in the streets
in support
of the demand.
The
railways,
which
run
through
the
Andhra countryside
symbolising
the
Central Government
authority,
later
became the target of attack. Though
the railway
authorities
suspended
running
of the trains, the students
and other people made the stationary
trains and goods wagons and railway
stations their target.
The post and
telegraph
installations
received
the
next priority.
More and more towns
and even taluq headquarters
came
into the movement.
Hunger-strikes
by hundreds of students in different
parts of the State started.
The legal
profession adopted resolutions urging
the Central
Government
to hurry
up. It was a combination
of all
forms of struggle that brought into
the sweep of this mnvement peopl~
from all walks of life.

ahout the reported recommendations
of the sub-committee.
It is not clear
whether the fifth steel plant would
be of the size recommended
by the
Consortium,
that is, 1.5 million tons
and when the resources
could be
found to put up the plant.
Reports
coming in about the final outlay on
the Fourth Plan give bleak hope of
this steel plant coming up in the
Fourth Plan.
. The
situation
continues
to be
tense.

Osmania University

An unusual phenomenon
was seen
in the Osmallla
University campus
where both the teaching 'staff and student.'i went on strike demanding university autonomy.
Unusual, because
teachers, who are known to be conservative, and students
seldom go on
strike together.
It was also unusual
because there were two vice-chancellors and two registrars functioning at
the same time, Ol~e of the latter being under house arrest. All the fight
was about one person.
During the budget session this year,
the Government introduced an amenNo Bird In Hand
ding Bill to the Osmania University
It is significant that the polic.e obAct which gave powers to the Govserved some restraint until. the Chief,
ernment to appoint a vice-chancellor
Minister left for Delhi on the 30th
in the name of the Chancellor,
to
and until he had the first round of
remove him, to reduce the proportalks with the Prime Minister .. Only
tion of the academic element in the
when he realised at Delhi itself that
Senate and the Syndicate, to reduce
he could not g-o back with tbe .bird
the term of the vice-chancellor
from
in his hand that he gave the g-reen
five to three years. Opposition
memsignal for the police, who started
bers disagreed from these provisions
shooting
down people
like birds.
at the Select Committee
level and
Twenty-two
persons were shot, hunlater in the legislature.
At the other
dreds were wounded.
Nearly' 1,000
end, the teachers in the universities
Communist.'i, both Rig-ht and Left,
were demanding
"autonomy
of the
were taken into custody.
ivory tower", insulating
themselves
On November 2, news emanated
against the wishes of the people and
from Delhi that the Cabinet
sublegislatures.
The Bill was adopted
committee
favoured
VisakhapaJnam
by the brute majority, but it did not
for the location nf the fifth ~t~f'l plant
suppress the agitation started by the
and it will be estahlished when reOsmania
University
lleachers
Assosources are available.
Mr Amrut
ciation (OUT A). The present ViceRao, whn had earlier
decIin~d
to
Chancellor
of Osmania
Universit.y,
give up his hunger-strike
until Mrs
Mr'D. S. Reddi, one of the chief op.
Indira Gandhi made the announceponents of this measure, is known to
ment, withdraw it, basing- himself on
have the support of Mr Chagla, Union
some
"it-is-understood"
newspaper
Education
Minister, apd other unireports carried to him by the Chief
versity bodies at the Centre.
The
Minister ..
Chief Minister had to yield to this
As this despatch is being written,
and bring forward another amend.
reports have been trickling in that
ing Bill at the last session of the Aspeople have not kindly taken to this
sembly,
meeting
the demands
of
withdrawal
and students who have
OUTA to some extent and making
been on hunger-strike
have been consome modifications in the earlier protinuing it.
visions.
However, the provision that
There
is much
misgiving
even
the Chancellor shall appoint the Vice8

Chancellor
remained.
Since the
Chancellor-in
this case the Governor-has
to accept the advice of the
Government,
the power of appoint.
ment readily
vests in the Govern·
ment and not in the Chancellor.
Mr D. S. Reddi went in an appeal
to the High Court, attributing
the
legislation to an animus against him.
Before he went to the Court, an
ordinance was issued by the Government that the measure, as enacted,
would apply to the existing vicechancellors
as well.
This would
amount to premature
retirement of
Mr D. S. Reddi and appointment
of
another in his place.
Mr Reddi's
contention was that he should be al·
lowed to serve his fu II term of five
years and not only three years according to the amended legislation. The
OUT A, which suspended
its agita.
tion because the matter was in court,
became active again when the High
Court rejected Mr Reddi's petition.

Murdabad, Zindabad
An interesting sidelight is that the
same OUTA, which had raised the
banner
of revolt when Mr D. S.
Reddi was appointed Vice-Chancellor
because he was from the Andhra region of the State, were now defend.
ing him and went to the extent of de.
ciding to abstain from duty. Though
the teachers' organisation openly told
the students not to come anywhere
near this agitation since university
autonomy was a subject not concerning them, it is evident that they were
also influenced by the teachers. This
brought the students as weIl into the
vort.ex of this ba ttle for autonomy.
These students. who had been shout.
ing 'D. S. Reddi
Murdabad'
over
some matter relating- to marks. start.
ed saying 'D. S. Reddi Zinda bad'.
In between the time when Mr D. S.
Reddi lost his appeal in High Court
and went in a special appeal to the
Supreme Court-it
was only 24 hours
time - the
ChanceIlor
announced
overnight the appointment
of a new
Vice-ChancelJor,
Mr P. Narasimha
Rao, caJ1ed him to Hyderahad and
asked him to take over. This sparked off strong feelings. Students threw
a ghera dalo around the University
campus,
put the Registrar
under
house-arrest
to prevent
him from
functioning
under
the new ViceChanceJ10r and did not alJow any
outsider to enter the campus.
The
agitation was largely confined to the
campus, though there were some stray
NOVEMRRR
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incidents in the city. On October 31,
the movement
took a violent turn,
when high school and prir'nary school
studen ts, after they had come to
school, were let off. They started a
procession,
causing damage
to private property.
Tear-gas was used to
disperse
crowds.
Rowdy
elements
were sent to the campus by interested
Congress leaders to beat up students'
leaders and force them to give up
the strike.
Simultaneously,
there
were talks between the Chief Minister and students' leaders.
They demanded a committee
with all concerned to review the Amendment Act
with a view to preserving university
autonomy.
This was turned
down
and students
decided
to continue
their strike. With the decision of the
Supreme Court restraining
the new
Vice-Chancellor
from
functioning
and asking Mr D. S. Reddi to continue,
there was some, confusion,
which has now cleared.
November 4, 1966
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is available at Students' Corner,
P.O. Kharagpur
Technology,
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Clash Of. Steel
FROM

MRS

A

POLITICAL

Indira Gandhi's "yes-'and-no"
answer to the Vizag steel plant
demand summed up the dilemma of
a Government
that has lost its capacity to decide for itself.
Decisions
are always forced on New Delhi, by
the W orId Bank or by the Chief
Ministers.
.With the erosion of the
Centre's authority has come a dangerous shift in the centre of decision
away from New Delhi.
But this time, it was not so much
its paralysis of thm ing but political hYl?ocrisy. The Chief Ministers
of Andhra Pradesh and Madras were
assured in so many words that both
these States would be getting steel
plants.
The Chief Ministers
have
been proclaiming this. The Congress
President, Mr Kamaraj, told a Salem
deputation
last month
that
they
would get a steel plant in the Fourth
Plan, come whaF may, The Congress
President
could make such commitments, when neither
the Planning
Commission
nor the Steel Ministry
knew anything
about the shape of
the steel plan,
It is true the Cabinet had decided
on the location of the fifth steel plant
at Vizag. After all, the Centre has
to go begging to Mr Brahmananda
Reddy if it wanted any part of his
one-million-tonne
rice surplus.
The
plant was, in fact, decided upon long
ago on the basis of an expert report.
But that was an economic decision.
Things have changed since and steel
is all politics 'and no economics now.
For instance, when Mr Brahmananda
Reddy was here last, Mrs
Gandhi wanted to consult Mr Kamaraj before making any announcement
because
the decision
had serious
political implications.
Mr Kamaraj's
home State is a claimant for a steel
plant
and
the Congress
fortunes
would be depending on Mr Kamaraj
keeping his promise, made without
any locus standi,
It would have sounded reasonable
and fair if the Centre had decided
against
the Vizag steel plant ultimately on grounds purely economic.
The story is that there is rethinking
on the steel programme and devalua-

CORRESPONDENT

tion has rendered the project an u
economic
one.
In which case
would have been much simpler F
the Government
to have explain
the position to the agitating Andh
and told them that steel econom'
have changed to the point of rend
ing the project
uneconomic.
B
the equivocation
only underlines
new political pressures that are de
loping from the States.
Nanda~s Theory
Mr Nanda. the sadachari
Ho
Minister, regaled the Lok Sabha wi
his new-fangled
theory on Frid
The unrest of the kind witnessed
Andhra Pradesh was the product
growth.
It is strange political
culus. Because we have three st
plants and are going to set up
fourth in Bokaro, the Andhras w
the fifth for themselves.
How t
does this square up with Mr an
earlier theories of a leftist plan
countrywide
disorder in Septem
October?
In the nineteen years of freed
troops were airlifted twice, to Ka
mir in 1947 and NEFA in 1962,
military operations.
But for the
time, troops were flown to Vi
where the Navy was already guar
the vital installations.
If econo
growth could result in all this,
tainly it is for the Home Minister
give a more acceptable theory.
could ease his conscience by expl
ing the agitations in terms of ri
expectations
of the people, (if
remembers
right,
this phrase
oc;curred in a letter from Mr
Ali to the Pradesh Congress bos
But did the Centre bother to s
the implications
of the Vizag
plant agitation?
How come
was no agitation for the locatio
steel plants at Rourkela, Durg
Bhilai and Bokaro, and how is it
the first agitation for a project
gan in Kerala and the second 0
Andhra Pradesh while the thi
likely to develop
in Madras
over the Salem steel plant?
time ago a group of Bihar Con
MPs complained to the Gover
NOVEMBER
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that the Centre was exploiting their
State by locating Central sector projects in Bihar.
But as far as one remembers, there has never been an
agitation in the Hindi-speaking
States
over a development project.
Madhya Pradesh already has a steel
plant, in Bhilai, but Mr D. P. Misra,
according to one report here, is bejieved to have prevailed
over the
Plime Minister to get the Vizag project blocked because he wants thefifth steel plant for himself at Balaidilla. But this should not be taken
too seriously.
It does stand to reason that the
Centre has taken the Sonthern States
forgranted here. The Kerala people
cannot help the feeling that the Centre is vindictive with them on the
shipyard because they did not return
the Congress to power.
The delegation demanding
a steel plant {or
Salem meets Mr Kamaraj first. But
a Kerala delegation
for a shipyard
cannot certainly be expected to pay
court to the Congress
President.
Madras has had stronger representation at the Centre than Kerala or
even Andhra Pradesh and has been
able to secure Central projects for itself to the
exclusion
of other
Southem States. This is the general
feeling in Kerala, Andhra
Pradesh
and Mysore. But the major industrial breakthrough
in Madras has
been in the private sector and not in
the public sector. The Andhras have
always felt that their case has gone
by default.

Premium On Agitations
But underneath
all is the unfortunate circumstance
that every State
feels that any economic
decision
could be reversed through
political
pressure. The Centre has placed a
premium on agitations. The Andhras
launched their first major agitation
on this side of freedom in 1953 to
get a linguistic State for themselves.
They have been a quiet people since
and have never been a source of headache for the Centre .. You have had
the Punjab problem
all along and
even to this day, but there was no
problem in Andhra
Pradesh
until
they decided to have it out with the
Centre on the steel plant.
.
An agitation for a project is indeed
a sign of political growth when one
thinks of the five-Iakh march on Parliament planned for November 7. As
these lines are written, there is tension
in the Capital and talk of a "total
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bandh"
(we were discussing
total
theatre at the East-vVest seminar last
week), all for the poor cow.
The battle for, a share in the development expenditure
is being readily
joined and the old DMK argument
that the South hass b~R' treated
shabbily is likely t9,~~a"ccepted more
readily by th~oth~~f Southern States,
The DMK\holdin
the past was mnfined to the Tamil-speaking
Madras
State., But the manner in which the
Centre: and Congress opportunism
is
promoting
regional
tensions
could
only result in defeatist and secessionist 'tendencies.
The Prime Minister was stari'rpeded
by Mr Chavan and his following into naming a one-man commission to
reopen the Maharashtra-Mysore
bar:
del'. dispute.
In the bargain,
the
Mysore-Kerala
dispute was also re-

opened so that Mysore can gain from
Kerala on the roundabout
what it
loses to Maharashtra
on the swings.
The charge heard in the Madras Assembly last week was that Kerala is
being encouraged
to stake claims to
areas in Madras to make up for what
it is likely to lose to Mysore.
The hegemony of the State bosses
is being slowly established
over the
Centre.
A loosening of the Central
grip over a quasi-federal set-up should
in itself be a welcome thing.
But it
is a confused situation now, as it appears from Delhi.
The State bosses
are fighting it out with Delhi to ke'ep
the Congress alive in the States. But
,the danger is that both the Centre and
the Congress might lose to the Chief
Ministers.
November
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Bihar-Shadows Of Famine
DEOKI

1"HElengthening
shadows

NANDAN

SINGH

of famine
are
add to the misery, the floods in North
in Bihar as the
Bihar in August damaged crops worth
1967 poll comes closer. The ruling
Rs 30 crores.
Besides the food de.
Congress party is truly between the
ficit, an estimated 16 million tonnes
devil and the deep sea. On the one
of fodder has to be found for the sehand it faces the despairing problem
cond largest cattle population
of all
of feedinR 45 million
(total populathe States.
tion 52 million)
hungry mouths for
In the lone surplus district of Shathe next twelve months and, on the
habad about 3.5 million people have
other,
decide the issue of award
to be fed and provided
~ith jobs.
of tickets-4000
and
odd
candi·
Conditions in other districts can well
dates
are queueing
up for 318
be imagined.
About 5 million peaVidhan Sabha seats. The
solution
sants in the populous
districts
of
suggested by the leaders of the Bihal
Patna
and
Gaya
face
starvation
now
Congress to the Congress High Comwhen there is 'some semblance of harmand is to postpone the general elecvest or hope of it. Not grain but
tion. An Opposition
member
has
piles of dried-up paddy prematurely
dubbed the move as an attempt "to
collected meet the eye in the barns.
keep the nemesis at bay".
Lizards
infest
the cracked
fields.
A few figures trotted out by the
Government
might convey the pic-' Some eyewitness accounts in the Biture on the food front.
About 700/0
har Press quote passages from Pearl
of the paddy crop in the State has
Buck's The Good Earth in describmg
been lost. Against an average an- , the distress in the countryside.
nual produce of 7 million tonnes of
Except frenzied denials by district
food, hardly 2 million
is expected
officers of specific cases of starvatIon
this year. Add to this deficit of 5 deaths cited, among others, by Mr
million tonnes the perenial shortfall
Madhu Limaye, MP, there has been
of 1.3 million tonnes and the total
no attempt to underrate
the magnishoots up to 6.3 million tonnes.
tude of the impending disaster. The
It was the driest monsoon in livChief Minister, Mr Sahay, warned in
ing memory-less
than one-fourth of
the Bihar Assembly that there would
the average rainfall.
Hopes pinned
be "starvation on mass scale" if food
on the pre-winter Hathia rains were
was not hurried
from the Centre.
belied in 14 out of 17 districts.
To
Others picked up the chorus.

Calcutta Diary

far. I t is literally the proverbial drop
in the ocean.
About Rs. 11 crores,
Three
Central
Ministers - Mr
of which. Rs. 5 crores is a loan, has
Mehta, Mr Subramaniam
and Mr
J. MOHAN
been sanctioned
by the Cenre toRao-visited
Bihar last month, folwards implementation
of the Emerlowed by Mr Kamara j for "aerial
gency Plan.
More will, of course,
HE hope entertained
by many
surveys" of the food situation.
Mr
come but no amount can be adequate
that
the
approach
of the
Kamaraj thou!!;ht the situation
was
for the bottomless pit that Bihar has
general
election
would
lessen the
"bad" without indicating what could
become.
tempo of local agitations
has been
be worse.
Mr Subramaniam
said
Weltome
arches and garlands
of
belied. The echoes of one of the big·
people in Bihar would "die like flies"
dried paddy plants were -'prepared to
-gest student
explosions
of recent
if urgent steps were not taken to rewelcome Mrs Gandhi to project the
times
can
still
be
heard
reverberat·
lieve distress.
Mr Asoka Mehta was
probleI? theatrically.
Simultaneously,
ing. Andhra has once again demonsastounded
to find that the warring
memonals
by one Congress faction
trated the effectiveness of the technigroups in the ruling party had not
against the other were also prepared
que of a short and swift struggle in
been able to fill the post of Chief
for
presentation
to
her.
The
heat
the present context by winning her
Secretary for the last six Imonths.
was put on against the FWD Mindemand for a steel plant.
West Ben·
There was no permanent
Irrigation
ister and Minister of State for Transgal,. however, has been quiet.
With
Secretary, no Relief
Commissioner..
port against whom charges of corrupleft leaders engrossed
in electoral
On return they submitted a reportedtion are mounting.
precisely how
alliance parleys and efforts to form
1y damagi ng report to Mrs Gandhi
much time Mrs Gandhi devoted to
an
alternative
government
West
on the way the Sahay Ministry was
the factional squabbles of her own
Bengal has up to now reacted with
functioning.
organisation
and what her assess
remarkable
restraint to the violent
The State Government
has preparment of the food situation was will
eruptions
in other parts of India.
ed a phenomenal
Emergency Relief
become clear in the next few days.
But things may not remain so quiet
Plan costing Rs 109 crores.
It is
In the general tendency to blame
for long. The token strike of State
proposed
to spend
nearly
threethe monsoon for the calamity that
Transport
employees on October 14,
fourths of this Plan on hard and
has befallen Bihar few seem to pause
the mass absence from work of tram
light manual schemes comprising the
and think of the failures of the proe!TIployees a few days ago, prepara·
sinking
of 20,00,000 Kutch
wells,
gramme for additional
food productlOns by State Government employees
Rs 10 crores on hectic devices to
tion ,during the Third
Plan.
The
for another
round of struggle, and
pump up water from the soil for
gap between target and attainment of
threats by teachers to start an all·
sowing of Rabi crops and vegetables,
food production
is officially stated to
India movement for the redress 01
an equal amount for distribution
of
be only about 8 lakh tonnes.
This
their grievances all point to the storm
land improvement
and agriculture
should
not surprise
anyone
who
that is brewing on the horizon.
loans. A non-official committee comknows even. a fraction of the graft
There is the prospect of both trams
prising representatives
of all Opposi.
and corruptIOn that has accompanied
and buses going off the streets some·
tion groups and voluntary organisa·
the executi~n
of crores of rupees
time next month.
Both Tram' and
tions has been formed with Mr J ai
,~orth of mmor and medium irriga.
~tate. Transport
employees are think·
Prakas Narayan as president to assist
tiOn schemes and the raging scandal
mg 1\1 terms of a strike ballot later
the Government in implementing
the
of the installation
of power pumps.
this mont~.
The
tram employees
Plan.
As early as 1958 the one-man Comhave put m the forefront
of their
But the t.i.g question as to where
mission of Enquiry headed by the
grievances
a popular
issue. Some
all this money and food-3.5
lakh
present Food Commissioner
into the
time ago, it is stated on behalf 01
wnnes per month according to Govthe workers, the company entered in·
sinking of 600 and odd tubewells in
ernment
calculations-is
going
to
to an agreement with the unions that
North Bihar had held that about
come from still remains by and large
700/0 of Rs. 7 crores spent on their at least 415 trams would be put on
unanswered.
Mr Subramaniam
threw
!he road every day. .This point, il
installation
"had
gone down
the
his hands up in despair at Fatna and
Implemented,
would have prevented
said he was not in a position to comdrain".
For about 300/0 of the tubethe excessive overcrowding
that now
mit specific allotments in view of the
wells had been sunk on political, not
takes place and by making the war.
fact that America, the bi~gest feeder,
economic, considerations.
of the employees lighter helped dehad not even cared to reply to reThings since then have considervelop smoother relations between the
quests
for more food asked two
ably worsened.
About 15,000 power.
workers and the public which tend
months ago. Reluctantly
he has al·
pumps are proposed to be installed
to get strained under conditions 01
lotted one lakh tonnes for the next
to meet the present calamity.
Not
overcrowding.
This
part
of the
two months but that is about all so
to miss the opportunity,
any number
agreement,
it
is
said,
has
been
vio.
of pumping-set contractors have come
lated by the company and only 350
on the scene overnight.
A few days
NOW can be had at
to 370 trams are run on an average
a&o the State capital. was reeking
News Corner
every day. This is not the only in
WIth the story that a bIg pumping-set
tanc~ of. the company's neglect of t
Wazidmanzil
supplier had been advanced Rs. 27
publIc mterest.
The authorities
lakhs for a Rs. 5 lakh deal with a
Water Works Road
the
Calcutta
Tramways
had und~
Minister.
This is nothing short of
Silchar,
taken
to
renovate
at
least
fifty p
trading in human misery.

Visitors From Delhi
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Fallowing close on the first shipment to Czechoslovakia, this repeat order proves that LEX is
wining staunch friends abroad-just
as it is
doing at home-with
its inimitable taste that's
"just right".
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It is this universal appeal that is making record
sales for LEX in many parts of the countryso much so that demand sometimes outstrips
supply.
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JUST RIGHT
TOBACCO

BRIGHT

NOT TOO STRONG
NOT TOO LIGHT

NOW
cent of the running

stock every year.
some 250 private buses t.o ply in CalIlotice of the recommendations
of t
been done every
cutta and negotiations
are going all
Committee, which were of COurse n
tram would have ~ot a thorough overwith owners of another 500 buses to
unanimous
but only majority reco
haul once every two years. But durbring them into Calcutta during any
mend~tions sin~e the company repre
ing the last seven months only 60
emergency such as a State Transport
sentatlves put m a note of dissent
trams, it is stated, were sent for reStrike.
!he Government
too, in the prevail
novation.
As a result there are freOn October
14 similar
arrangemg atmosphere where every effort i
quent breakdowns.
During the rains
ments were tried but drivers and
being made to woo the foreign in
passengers had to crouch under
an
conductors
of private buse~ refused
vestor, has not dared to take a strong
open umbrella even within the. tram
to oblige and kept away fr.om Calattitude,
with the result
that the
to escape getting drenched.
Neglect
cutta's
streets.
The
Government
companies are going ahead ,rith their
of repairs of tram tracks, overhead
might again come up against the same
plans of retrenchment.
Even though
wires etc. leads to frequent
breakd ifficu It)'.
the aggregate sales of the three in.
downs, especially during
the rainy
ternational
oil
companies
have
season. Rows of trams standing for
doubled in the last few years they are
hours because of it breakdown
in
trying their best to reduce staff. A
overhead wires or derailments
is a
To walk into the office one morn·
large part has been played in thi
common experience.
ing and be greeted
by bare /ioors
by the decision to install electron:
The company has been frittering
and walls, with desks, chairs, other
computers.
Caltex has only execut
away its resources on fantastic experioffice furniture,
files and papers all
ed in a rather
crude and blatan
ments such as the new "Pay As You
missing is something unique, but this
manner a COmmon policy that ha
Enter" tramcars.
The main' object
is exactly the kind of experience that
been worked
out by the oil com
seems to be to ensure full collection
the Caltex
employees
faced when
panies.
of fares at the cost of passenger comthey entered
their office after the
In this movement of the Calte
fort and even at the risk of accidents.
Puja- holidays.
Behind
this rather
employees an important
question 0
Boarding and getting off such trams
dramatic disappearance
trick lies a
policy is involved.
Will the sort of
!
are not only extremely inconvenient,
sinister
conspiracy
that has been
1
rationalisation
that is going on in the
the exit door is a virtual death trap
cooking for some time. The three
I
developed
countries
be
permitted
in
and one shudders
to think what
international
oil companies that
eIndia?
Will the Government permit
1
would happen if this type of tram~ar
rate in India have not looked With
foreign oil companies to function a
is introduced on crowded routes l1ke favour on the entry into the Indian
a kind of supra-national
organisation
the Sham bazar-Esplanade
route
or
scene of the Indian Oil Corporation.
exempt from the operations
of the
even the Tollygunje-Dalhousie
route.
Ever since the latter began operating
laws of the country?
These are
Whenever
the tram company has
they have been trying to restrict its
raised fares it has loudly proclaimed
issues of concern not only to the trad
field of activity, and putting pressure
that the additional revenue would be
on the Government
to accept their
unions but to the people as a whole
utilised for improving the tracks, interms.
In general they have been
because they are related to question
creasing the number of tramcars .a?d
adopting a policy of "getting tough".
of national policy.
providing
more passeng~r amemt]es
There were clear indications
that
and also, of course, paymg. more to
the kerosene crisis that raised such a
the workers.
But the additional
reo storm in the country
was at least
venue is always mopped up by the
partly manipulated
and the GovernIn Belgharia, a notoriously turbu.
tl
Company in other devious ways.
ment had to come out with rather
lent northern
suburb of Calcutta, a
D
The Tram Company will therefore
stringent ordinances to see that stocks
group quite obviously under the pro- ti
have to do a lot of explaining
if it
were properly
distributed.
A very
tection of the ruling party seems to cc
expects any public sympathy for' it·
important
part of the conspiracy is
be carrying on a political vendetta
ec
self in any dispute with the workers.
to retrench employees and keep their
against the opposition forces with the lI1
As for the State Transport
em·
profits
high.
A rather
ingenious
police not even playing a neutral
sa
ployees, their main demands relate
technique,
euphemistically
termed
role. The arrests made so far have
teo
to pay scales, me:ger of dearness. al·
voluntary
retirement,
is being used.
shown that the police are under pres
su
lowance with basIc pay and appl1caThe idea is to put pressure in every
sure to back up that section which pr
tion of the Motor Transport
Act to
possible way to get employees to reo is already receiving patronage
fmm an
the Calcutta
State Transport
Cortire voluntarily,
with the bait of a
the Barty in power.
If this sort of USI
poration. Discontent has been mountlump sum payment
for those who
politIcal terrorism is allowed to pro- de
mg and there have been token strikes
agree
to the retirement
scheme.
ceed unchecked, there can obvioulh
ex;
earlier.
On one occasion there was
Quite a number of employees
have
be no fair and free elections.
There
gOI
even a clash bet~een some local rowbeen forced out in this way. Reis of course no reason to suppose that to
dies and the workers in which a
cently the Government
appointed
a
th~ Congress is really interested in a pel
worker was stabbed.
tripartite
committee
to go into the
faIr and free election.
It is precisely ten
Instead of trying to settle with the
whole question and the chairman of
on weapons such as this that it is de1
workers the Government
is reported
this committee, a Government official,
c?unting to se~ it through the eJect are
to be planning a major strike-breakhad pretty harsh things to say about
~lOns. And thiS only underlines the ow
ing operation
by roping in the prithe behaviour and attitude of the in·
ImpOt~ance of achieving all-in popu. of
vate operators.
Efforts
are being
ternational
oil companies.
The comlar Ul11ty to defeat the manoeuvres of tha
made to give permanent
permits to
panies have not cared to take much
the ruling party.
inc:

1£ this had actually

0r
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Parleys : Delhi And Manila
COMMENTATOR
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Delhi conference of the
of governments
of the
UAR, Yugoslavia,
and India
dis,
~pointed
all newspapers,
though
what they expected of the conference
isnot quite clear. They were warned
well in time that no startling decisions would be made at the conference; Mrs Gandhi
herself was not
quite sure if the Vietnam problem
would be discussed
in any detail.
Yet papers preferred to ignore the
caution and looked forward to some
magic formula to cure the world's
ills. The disappointment
has been
naturally as deep as the expectation
was high. Some of the papers have
gone to the extent of questioning the
utility of such meetings; some others
have doubted if non-alignment
as a
policy has not already spent itself.
The conference held almost simultaneously at Manila has prompted yet
another group to lecture the participants of the New Delhi meeting on
what constructive
approach
they
could have brought to bear on the
Vietnam problem.
The space devottd to Vietnam in the New Delhi
communique has been grudged, and
the signatories have been accused of
being unfair to the USA.
The Hindustan Times is glad that
the tripartite
conference
at New
Delhi did not aspire to a new initiative on Vietnam, but it resents the
complaints in the communique
of
tconomic pressures on the developing countries from the aid-givers.
It
laysthere should have been some attempt to distinguish
between presIUleSwhich are frankly political and
pressures which are exerted to guarantee that assistance is put to good
use. Not all the countries
in the
developing world provide a shining
txample of good management
and
good administration,
and it is futile
to think that assistance unrelated
to
performance can continue to be extended indefinitely.
It is only when
developing countries show that they
are capable of using resources, their
wn and those that come in the form
f aid, purposively
and efficiently,
at a case can be made for a greatly
creased flow of investment into the

task of removing the great disparities that exist in living standards
around the world.
The only point
in the communique
which the paper
can commend is the invitation
to all
developing countries for mutual cooperation.
Its intent becomes clear.
when it chides lndia
for shpwing
"scant interest" earlier in the more
viable regional grouping devoted to
the same purposes which emerged at
Seoul.
No wonder the paper has found in
the Manila communique
"a more farreaching proposal" for peace in Vietnam than
any made so far. The
conference has given a clear choice
to the North Vietnamese
either
to
continue the war or to accept a peace
in which its hopes for the eventual
unification of the whole of Vietnam
under Communist
rule must be indefinitely deferred if not altogether
given up. It might be tempting to
dismiss the late,st proposals as a typically J ohnsoniap
propaganda
move
designed to remind America's allies
of its fundamentally
peace-loving nature and to reassure Americans of his
intention
to bring
the boys back
home as soon as possible, before the
country goes to the polls. "But such
a temptation
must be resisted". The
paper advises those interested in promoting peace in, South-East Asia to
exert whatever
influence
they may
possess with North Vietnam to induce it to accept a simultan~ous
reduction of the level of hostilities
which in its opinion the Manila com,'munique
spells out.
The lndian Express, on the other
hand, finds much justification for the
grievance in the New Delhi comrp.unique over the rapidly grnwing economic gap between the international
,haves and have-nots. It alleges "friendly aid" is "seemingly given" with one
hand and withdrawn
by the other
with heavier and heavier imposts of
interest-laden
loans and all manner
of "usurious
expedience".
One by
one, the have-not countries, including
India, have been forced to a realisation of this bleak fact and of the
necessity to evolve some machinery
of, self-reliance as among themselves.

The ironic result of this might be
that the rich countries, dispossessed
of political power and now trying to
regain it by "economic blackmail",
may ultimately
end by losing both
political and economic
power and
engulf the world in chaos. This is
the lesson which conclaves such as
the New Delhi
tripartite
meeting
should impress on the have-nots and
hammer home on the haves. But the
paper is criti~ial of the c?mmuniql!e
which "con tamed a COnspICUOUSomISsion" that no amount
of political
casuistry can conceal.
If the nonaligned countries which met at New
Delhi wished to play the part of
honest broker they could not with
conviction have condemned the American bombing
of North
Vietnam
without
simultaneously
castigating
the Chinese for their known connivance,
instigation
and
incitement.
The paper has not liked the stress on
non-alignment
in the communique
either.
"There is much to commend
non-alignment
in certain
circumstances", but Nehru raised it to such
sacramental
heights as to make it
both an end and a means whereas
non-alignment
is truly and usefully
only a means.
Nehru made a mistake in regarding
non-alignment
as
an end in itself, a mistake the nonaligned countries seem to be in danger of repeating.
By elevating
it
to an end the non-aligned
countries
are helping to destroy both the image
and the idea.
The paper has not gone into raptures over the Manila
conference
which has "prescribed the mixture as
before".
Of course, it does not believe that President Johnson is determined to embark on a war of extermination.
The tragedy of Vietnam
can, ,therefore,
only end around
a
conference table. The countries which
seem to imagine
that peace will
descend on Vietnam like manna from
heaven
once the Americans
stop
bombiHg North Vietnam are indulging in mental simplicity verging on
the simpleton's.
On the other hand,
those who do believe that if only
Hanoi pulled back its forces from
south of the Seventeenth
Parallel,
Vietnam as a whole could take the
first step towards peace are equalIy
guilty
of
oversimplification.
The
only rational
approach,
the paper
says, is to put both Washington
and
Hanoi on a par. The three-point
peace plan, sponsored by the UN Secretary-General,
calling for cessation
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NOW
of U.S. bombing, de-escalation of the
war in Sou t.h VIetnam and acceptance
of all parties, induding the National
Liberation
Front, in peace negotiations, does precisely this. It represent the only straw of hope in the
gale enveloping Vietnam.
More critical than other papers is
The Times of India which says that
if one purpose of the New Delhi
"summit" was to evolve a new and
more relevant concept of non-alignment this has clearly not been done,
assuming that an attempt was made
.at all. The United States has been
called upon by a great many Powers
to end the bombing of North Vietnam without
p'recondiuons
and a
further endorsement of this call by
the three Powers hardly helps to
modify or improve a familiar situation. "It is neither a proposal nor
an initiative and one would be hard
put to it to classify it as diplomacy".
The paper recalls _that when New
Delhi produced its Vietnam proposals, the point was made that the
various stages of the proposal had no
order of priority.
Subsequently, the
Indo-Soviet
communique
issued in
Moscow suggested that India did,
indeed, expect the United States to

-

is so

stop bombing before other measures
expect Hanoi to respond positive
could be taken to resolve the cnsis.
to the gambi t. 1he proposal
Where preCisely New Delhi stands on
withdraw from South Vietnam is n
this issue is by no means dear and a
as generous as it sounds since Han
re1erence to the commul1lque is un·
is expected to pull out first beto
likely to remove this "obscunty".
An
Saigon decides that it can safely d'
appeal to the Ul1lted States to SLOp pense with the American presen
bUUllJmg can be meaningful only as
In short, North Vietnam has bee
part 01 a series of speuhc measures
asked to fulfil its side ()f a one-sid
m which the non-aligned
Powers
bargain with no assurance that S
themselves are wil1mg to cooperate.
gon will thereafter
agree tha t
The further proposal that the partinecessary conditions for an Americ
cipatwn of tne l'l/atlOnal Liberation
withdrawal
have been fulfilled.
Front is necessary m any peace eHort
should be noted that such a wit
is by now "old hat" since the Umtedt
drawal will depend not on the U.
States is willmg to accept this prodiscretion alone but also on a form
v.ided Hanoi is agreeable to neg~)[la- . 'equest by the South Vietnam G
tlOllS. For the rest the commul1lque .' J emment which-as
Hanoi sees it
falls back on eternal truths about •.·4 will never occur. The condition
which no one pOSSibly can disagr~e!which the seven-nation conference'
an appropnate
dulling 01 the cap to •.sists will be difficult to supervise a
the Ideal of co-eXISLence, an even :ijcheck and one can hardly doubt th
more appropriate expressio~ of "deep .Saigon will have ample opportuniti
concern:' over escalation
I,n South· I' for postponing the "evil day" of
East ASia, the usual mvocaUon 01 the
American departure. The paper d
Geneva Agreement of 1954, and the, not doubt, however, that Saigon a
over·fam~har emphasis an the need' Hts allies "genuinely desire" aces
for a SUitable dun.ate of peace.
,~.~lion o~ hostilities:
"The Manila fo
About the ManIla conlerence the 'lmula
IS an unmistakable demonst
paper says that it is difficult to be- .• ion of a sincere desire [or peace b
lieve that the co·sponsors of the latest. J lardly a practicable basis on whi
peace formula for Vietnam sincerely'
It can be persued".

You'll find it in the
snazziest shoes and
bags.
the
gayest
household
accessories! Colourful, clean·
able, virtually unspoil·
able, SHRIRAM PVC
is proving a fast favourite for hordes of
Items.,. almost everything that's
bright,
durable and lastingly
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Oil helps to feed the people

I

In Bombay, the dabbawalla's noonday rush is a familiar sight. As a
carrier of food he has become an institution in this city. Other methods of
carrying meals are used in different towns. Much of the food has been
grown with the help of all in the shape of fertilisers and insecticides,
cooked over stoves lit by oil in various forms, and carried fo many
destinations by train, van, .truck. handcart or bicycle-all powered or
lubricated by oil. In fact, oil touches daily life in all its aspects. and
INDIANOIL provides a wide range of petroleum products for Agriculture,
Industry and Transport.
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In Anglo-India
LA WRENCE
" .... one of those luckless hybrids
despised then even more by Indians
than Europeans."

Jon and Rumer

Godden,

Two Under The Indian Sun
'~THEN'"

was
1914.
Since
"then"
those luckless hybrids have retreated
into a dosed
world of a few street.s in the larger
Indian cities, the railway
colonies;
or spewed into public life as stenographers, factory hands, fire·men on
the steam engines, or "beat groups".
The ambience of Anglo-Indian
life
is ready for the novelist of manners,
not a writer like John Masters whose
understanding
is limited by his living so long abroad.
Unfortunately,
Anglo-Indians
do not tolerate literature.
Their closed world of houseparties and strict in-marriage,
their
defensive attitude
(more in weakness
than hate) to "the Indians", a term
prevalent
as much today as "then",
their Anglo-Indian
Association with
it.s futile MPs and Christmas dances,
all combine to cut them off.
I have never failed to hate my community.
There is nothing to love in
it. It seems to me to want not.hing
more than that common Indian want
-a
good
monthly
income-but
without the common Indian heritage
of an ancient culture.
This would
seem ideal for a new society, a community without tradition. who could
start building now; but t.here is something
in the Anglo-Indian
mind
which I have not yet been able to
define which holds my community in
a state of fictional living.
The unreality of the Anglo-Ind'ian
ghettoes,
best seen in Calcutta's
Ripon Street
and Elliot Road, is the unreality of
a community actually ashamed of its
nature but without
any wish (not
incapable)
of changing it.
For my hate my family has chastised me, saying I should
"understand".
There is nothing to understand, I feel. I can sympathise greatly, because there are times when,
rightly or wrongly, I too feel ashamed
of my tab "Anglo-Indian",
ashamed
that literally I am neither here nor
there, ashamed that there are still
members
of my community
who
think in terms of "Indians"
and
18

BANTLEMAN

clers such activity as writing to
"sissy".
How many of my
friends who showed such polish
science and the art.s, I see, are sa
men, or factory hands.
My 0
brother, who is now in Canada,
a musician with a future in rou
not paint-manufacture.
All I can do is to appeal to
community to stop being urban
sants. I can only appeal, once mo
to Mr Anthony and his Associati
not to let precious
talent be s
pressed and diverted into soul-killi
work.
As for their closed world,
is better, much better that they co
out of it; much better that they s
their children to government and
Catholic schools (I learned my bit
lesson from the Catholics, so m
so that I gave up my religion). T
must rid themselves of their ideas
superiority
when,
in
fact, th
haven't done anything superior. I
horrified to see pilots and hock
players
considered
worthier
th
writers and scientists. Please, pIe
stop it now.

"Anglo-Indians",
ashamed
that my
community
can ridicule the human
brain not so much in its aridity of
purposeful
living (Anglo-Indian
aridity, that is) but in the general attitude of the community
to human
talent.
This
is best described
by that
horrendous
organisation,
the AngloIndian
Association,
which, to mv
knowledge,
has never once picked
out even an Anglo-Indian
to encourage him or her to be a scientist or
artist in the pure sense of those
words.
It is not that the Association
is financially poor, it is that the Association is incomparably
mediocre.
It.s mediocrity is cap-stoned
bv the
speeches and attitude
of Mr Frank
Anthony, an exploiter of a community on which he has heen fostered
as an "independent
MP".
I do not
agree with most of Mr Anthony's
speeches in Parliament,
which I pre- Reprint
sume are taken as the views of the
The other day, as I was strolli
Anglo-Indians;
yet I have no means
down the Mall, whistling
Beet
of challen~in~
him. The Associaven's 9th Symphony, 1 met the
tion (to which I refuse to belong)
gali Baboo.
It. was returning fr
will not tolerate my views for fear of
office. I asked it if it had a soul.
offending its President, Mr Anthony;
replied that it had not, but some
and my attitude is the attitud@ of a
it hoped to pass the matriculati
new ~eneration of "luckless hybrids".
examlllation
of the Calcutta Univ
But the mediocrity is all-powerful.
I suggested in an article. which I . sity. I whistled the open bars of 0
of Cherubin.i's ~equiems,
9ut I
know Mr Anthony did not read, that
no resurrectIon III Its eyes, so I p
the Association rectify the imbalance
ed on. When I was at Lhasa I
in literary awards made bv the SahiDalai Lama told me that a virtu
tya Akademi
by instituting
prizecow-hippopotamus
by metempsych
money. for creative English writing
might, under
unfavourable
circu
by anyone who wrote English in this
stances, become an undergraduate
country.
This was not just to supthe Calcutta
University,
and t
port English writin~ but to point up
when patent-leather
shoes and E
the case for my fellow Ang-Io-Indians
lish supervened,
the thing was
that their' finest (as they think) preBaboo.
serve, the English language, is better
(From Twenty-One Days ~
written and spoken by other comIndia, George Aberigh-M
munities; and these prizes might draw
kay, 1880).
them into each others' communities.
I know the suggestion has been glosComing home we saw a native c
sed over. The Asssociation
perpeing his dinner on a little charcoal Ii
tuates the "luckless hybrid" attitude.
and as I passed he threw the c
And so, it's back to those backtents of the pot away. Surprised,
street.s where. it seems, a world as
asked why.
"Because", I was to
rich as the Jewish pockets of the USA
"your shadow fell on it and delil
waits for tapping.
But, oh, how I
it".
lon~ to read the novel written bv a
Olive Douglas (191
railway colony liver and not see that
writer become a fire-man or engine(Next week: 'The Empire Of T
driver because his community
consiBabus' by Sumanta Banerjee)
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"Instant" History
SUCCESSION IN INDIA
By Michael Brecher
Oxford University Press, Rs 30.

IT contemporary
is possible to produce a book of
history with a pair
of scissors for newspaper
clippings
and a tape-recorder for interviews; to
produce a good one you need to be
Michael
Brecher who in 1959 published an admirable political biography of Nehru and has never since
been far away from New Delhi and
its men who often look like yellowing
parchments
and its archives which
often promise stories almost human.
In the book under notice Mr Brecher
deals in some detail with the transition from Nehru to Shastri.
By the
time, one gathers, the book was in
the press, Shastri died suddenly
in
Tashkent;
and Mr Brecher, an academic historian with the alertness of
a journalist, promptly set about writing on the succession of Indira Gandhi to Lal Bahadur
Shastri.
The
result is a book full of interest, full
of gaps and almost empty of judgment.
'tVllenever the author comes
anywhere near a judgment
he says,
this is "beyond
the scope of this
study" and then adds, "Suffice it to
make a few observations ... " This is
done at least a dozen times, pointing
to the many pitfalls
that separate
history from journalism.
To start with, Mr Brecher lays it
down that "the problem of succession
is central
to all political systems".
He could have written as convincingly of "survival" being the central
problem of every political society, for
Nehru's career as a politician
could
certainly be an excellent study in survival, as Indira
Gandhi's
yet may
again. From May 27,1964 onwards the
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author gives almost an hour by hour
account of who met whom before
Shastri was the choice of a consensus;
he certainly read who wrote what in
the more important
newsp'apers during the same period and later.
Thf'
columnists' opinions were easier to
identify and fix; the writer occasionally goes wrong with anonymous
leading articles reflecting the views
of the newspapers;
he misses a bet
when he fails to point out that not
all the newspapers were always consistent.
On the Kamaraj
Plan, for
instance,
there were contradictory
views in the same newspaper, which
could not be pointed out with pre
cision by an outsider.
The references to the exclusive interviews re
corded by Mr Brecher are bound to
be sketchy; one never knpws which
mayor
may not have been quoted
out of context.
Considering
the history of Delhi
for many centuries before the establishment of British Raj, it is probably
an agreeable
surprise
that
both
Nehru
and Shastri
died
natural
deaths, that the successors came to
power
not with
the sword
but
through more sophisticated
political
processes, more or less democratic.
As is generally known, Mr Kamaraj
masterminded
the succession of Shastri. Mr Brecher does, however, show
that Shastri was sure of his choice
anyway.
The relatively minor roles
of Atulya Ghosh, Sanjeeva Reddy and
some others were grossly exaggerated
at the time. In the book under notice a sense of proportion
is restored;
this, however, is not done without
imposing
on the Indian
political
"process" (a word dear to our author)
a pattern it may not possess.
Mr
Brecher brings into play the whole
jargon of currently fashionable American political
punditry;
you have
"charisma"
and
"spectrum"
and
"schematic" and "syndrome" and the
rest of the bag of tricks of political
obfuscation;
his charts are singularly
misleading, for he uses terms like the
"Syndicate",
the'
"Caucus",
the
"Grand Council of the Republic"
as
though these were identifiable
political entities instead of phrasemakers'
toys; yet he hits upon a perceptive
description
when he speaks of an
"innately
non-revolutionary
society,
like India"
(PISl).
The succession
to Nehru, thus, had to be non-revolutionary,
ad hoc, the only rebel,
Morarji,
knowing
exactly when to
pipe clown. The facts related by Mr

Brecher are generally well known, a
least in India, except that he 11
something of interest to say abou
the sudden presence of 6,000 troo
in Delhi on the morrow of _ e1lru
death.
Some politicians do s<:em t
have been persuaded
that Genu
Chaudhuri
was up to something,
story spread by an interested 1I~\.
who is refreshingly
named in th
book.
If the story of the Shastri ,tlee
sion is not particularly revealing, th
new features are analysed with pe
ception
and
understanding.
Kamaraj's
new stat.ure is given 1
due, as is that of the state satra}
The most useful account is that
the new empire, the Prime Minister
secretariat, presided over by L.
Jha, who soon saw to it that he ha
a finger in every pie of decision. i
eluding foreign affairs, where Swar
Singh has been a steadily diminis
ing quantity.
The weaknesses of I
dia's trade unions, peasant anel st
dent organisations
are analysed .
careful
detail;
oddly enough, b'
business, which played and still d
a decisive role, is not discussed wi
equal documentation.
The srhis
created by food and languages a
dissected with masses of detail; I
attention is given to the more perm
nent schisms in the Indian
polj
such as caste. communal and region
The treatment of the Nagas and M
lims is perfunctory;
but full ere
is due to Mr Brecher for his br'
but wholly factual analysis o[ lndi
failure on the food front.
His ju
ment on individual leaders like Bi
Patnaik, TTK and others is expe
edly polite.
The trouhle
with t
tape-recorder is that it frightens e\'
men like Krishna Menon.
The succession of Indira Gand
had obviously to be written about
some haste.
Yet it is clear that.
Kamaraj and the Syndicate had
now declined in power. The kee
Morarji-ollt
movement was on t
occasion more strident but not ill
effective.
A contest there was
which Morarji did better than ill
people had expected him to.
appeal
of what Mr Brecher c
"Mother Congress" was less powerf
Was the contest a disgrace?
Not
all. Has a pattern been set for s
cession in India?
Mr Brecher off
no firm answer, perhaps wisely.
Canadian historian has written an
teresting book on two passing Ind'
situations, neither
perhaps
histo
NOVEMBER
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In historical
terms, both exercises
may be interim.
We need such
books; and if Indian political pundits are too busy to write them, let
U.S. Foundations
find foreign scholars the leisure to do today what can
perhaps be done better tomorrow or
the day after.
RAMA

MAJUMDER

Letters

Andhra
The violence and vandalism
let
loose at the instance and insistence
of the parochial political leaders of
Andhra for getting
the fifth steel
plant located at Visakhapatnam
is
dangerous and deprecable.
It is a
sad reflection on the ability or intention
of the Administration
to
preserve law and order that these
agitators could hold the country to
ransom.
One should not fail to oberve the silence maintained
by the
two Central
Cabinet
Ministers
on
the dangerous
turn the demonstrations in their
home
State took.
Their indifference and inaction indicate that agitators enjoyed their surreptitious
support.
If the decision
on the location of the plant at Visakhapatnam
is taken under duress,
that will presage a dark and bleak
future for the country.
For, other
State satraps will then toe the Andhra line, releasing forces that will
make the nationhood
of India a political fiction.
Of course, the Centre is responsible
for this disastrous turn in our setup. While employing "balanced regional development"
only as rabblerousing rhetoric, it has been favouring certain selected areas not on the
basis of economic factors but because
of the pulls exerted on it by influential leaders
hailing
from these
chosen areas.
S. PARAMESWARAN
Calcutta

Red Guards
This is a rejoinder to Mr Viswanathan's letter (October 7). I do fully
appreciate the burning emotions of a
patriot like him and would like to
assure him that I am no less a patriot and I am not an admirer
(not
even a reserved admirer) of China.
OVEMBER
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Mr Viswanathan
has every reason
to denounce the horrible revolution
that is going on in China.
In the
name of the revolution
the Chinese
Reds are encroaching
upon personal
rights and liberties
and destroying
finest pieces of culture.
The Chinese
young folks cannot wear drain-pipes,
pointed shoes, whistle pop music and
make love to (or tease) girls.
The violation
of personal
rights
does not end there.
A recent newsitem reveals th:lt the~e young folks
have to attend classes on Marxism,
take military training and work on
the fields along with the peasants.
They have no time and scope to see
Hollywood spy thrillers and A certificate holder films or w listen to
beatle music. Such destruction
of
cultural values must be condemned.
Not only this. The Chinese Gov·
ernment has compelled the young to
read M!.lo's books instead of James
Bond thrillers
and magazines
like
Playboy, Filmfm'e
and Confidential
Adviser.
'i\1hat a nefarious
attempt
to dwarf the intellectual
heights I)f
the whole country!
They are turning flower gardens
into vegetable
fields, have launched an attack against
the use of cosmetics and hairdos in
up-to-date style. In a word they are
trying to kill the aesthetic feelings inherent in each man and woman.
Mr
Viswanathan
must pity the young
folks of China.
As to the second paragraph
of his
letter I do advise our Government
along with Mr Viswanathan
to drive
away the Chinese
dragon
behind
Tibet with the help of American liberation forces, American
tanks and
planes and of course with American
PL 480.

M. K.

DE

SARKAR

Gauhati
The Chinese desire to achieve total
destruction of the bourgeois and feu·
dal super-structure
and to introduce
socialist norms in all ,valks of life
will no doubt appear as sheer vandalism to the Soviet leaders.· Today
whistles and jeers greet folk-singers in
Russian theatres and they make room
for jazz, wailings of beatle mU,sic emanate from juke boxes of Russian cafes
and VOA is listened to with rapt attention on the main street of Rostov
on Don.
To quote the New York
Times;
"Young
couples stroll on
Gorky Street today in Western fashions that would have brought Kom- •
somal patriots rushing at them angri-

ly a decade ago". Poor Chinese peopIe! The sectarianism
of the C.P.Cis such hat the Chinese do not prefer ham and butter to socialist ideology, stubborn
anti-imperialism
and
proletarian
internationalism.
Would the East European
Communist leaders, who have entered into a holy alliance
to exorcise this
spectre of a Chinese cultural revolution, broaden its base to accommodate Brother
Lyndon
in future?
We all know how the latter's speeches
sell like hot cakes in Russia even in
icy weather.
PRAJNABRATA

DUTT

Calcutta

Student Indiscipline
Apropos of Mr Narayanan's
letter
on 'Student
Indiscipline'
(October
21), it is true that tlle head of the
State should not generally be dragged
into controversial politics of the day,
but if he himself chooses to get mixed up in it and expresses his views on
it, people cannot but comment. The
President gave a piece of advice to
the students which was as unrealistic
as an attempt to stop the mouth of
the chimney in order to prevent the
smoke coming out of it. It has been
admitted
even by the Prime Minister that the agitation
does not revolve round academic issues but also
deeper issues of economic discontent ..
It has been found that the agitating
students want to ventilate their feelings against
the current
corrupt,
callous, unshapely, grotesque monster
calle¢! the Congress
Government.
They are against favouritism in scholarships, admissions, even boosted results, book-aids, the fear of futurelessness and the like for which the
whole of the Governmental
machinery is in fault.
When
they cry
against the evil, they are told to read
scriptures and look upon the whole
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theory as a play of maya in the right
royal non-dualist.ic
tradition.
And
when sqmeone calls it visionary, he is
charged with "leading the country to
the dogs".
If your comment "left a bad tastein the mouth" of Mr Narayanan,
his
letter smelt like a rotten egg particularly because he states that you hold
opinions dishonestly for boosting the
sale of your journal.
R. N. DUDA
Allahabad
It matters little whether Dr Radhakrishnan is the Head of the Republic or 'a man of wisdom' if he does
not talk sense. I fail to understand
how recital by the students
of the
Vedas will change t.he attitude of the
authorities
towards them.
And unless the authorities
behave properly
they cannot expect us to be saintly.
To Mr Narayanan
(Annual Number, Now) 'sane' and 'god-fearing'
seem to be synonymous.
Many would
wonder.
He can draw whatever rosy
picture of ancient India he likes but
one wonders what prompted him to
drag the name of Mao Tse-tung into
it. I, for one thing, can assure the
readers of Now that we students
never follow the lead given by any
editor or any political leader, Right
or Left.
We adore· some Leftist
leaders because they feel for us. The
day they will try to be 'sane' in Mr
Narayanan's
sense they will be ostracised.
DIPEN

CHAKRA VORTY

Calcutta

Earliest History
Mr Oroon Ghosh
(October
21)
must be one of the very few outside
the profession to feel interested
in
the prehistoric
archaelogy
of our
country or what he calls "the very
earliest in Indian history".
But will
he excuse me if I say that this interest
is misdirected and shows an uncritical
acceptance
of what our none-tooimaginative
archaeologists
assert?
Mr Ghosh summarises chronologi-

cally the main cultures of prehistoric
India but his cultures are primarily
industries, me~e assemblages of tooltypes like microliths,
pointed-butt
axes, shouldered
hoes etc. What he
seems to be unaware of is that all
these tool-types
should
lead to a
meaningful
cultural
pattern,
should
be indicative of different levels in the
sequence from savagery
to civilization
(or from food-collection
to
urbanisation)
in India.
He seems to
be interested
in the technicalities
only and thus misses the fundamental
human
significance
of prehistory, a
significance which is not much realized by Indian archaeologists today.
It would possibly be pedantic
to
dispute technical statements
in the
text but not everybody would admit
that the Banas or Ahar culture had
anything
to do with the Harappan
stimulus, that it spilled over to the
N armada
and that it intruded
in
Burdwan.
Finally, the Soan pebble-tool 'culture' in the Punjab began during the
second Interglacial,
datable, even on
a conservative
estimate,
to 150000
B.C. and not "50000-40000 years ago",
as Mr Ghosh writes.
DILIP

KUMAR CHAKRABORTY

Calcutta

ence to Lawrence seems to ha\e been
a misfire.
As for the inviolability of the cri·
tics, a society has been formed in
London whose aim is to boycott cri·
tics. Playwrights like J. B. Priestley,
A. Wesker,
Robert
Bolt are the
founder members.
The critics these
days,
they say, mostly
tend to
serve the interests of their masters or
the ruling class or at least their own
groups rather than the theatre. Be·
cause there are not many B. Shaws or
Ashley Dukeses these days, just a
there are not many Goethes or Law.
rences.
Sm Bhattacharjee's
reason
tlia
Katayev
is absent
in the Taga
Theatre
or
the
Contempora
Theatre
does
not
prove
an
thing either; for in the fast changin
conditions
of present-day
Russia
where even Stalin is being ignored
Katayev is small fry. The contem
porary art of Russia which, like he
contemporary politics, is trying to pu
the clock back, is no more the guide
line of the progressing world of t
day. She even stoops low to pick u
the
obel Prize which Sartre thre
away in contempt and to grab i
friendship the proferred Texan hand
smeared with Vietnamese blood.
SEKHAR CHATTER]

Calcutt

Correction
Please refer to the article
"The
Lumpen-Politics
of the Congress"
(October 7). The name of the organisation is not 'Ganatantra
Kalyan
Parishad',
it is 'Janata Kalyan Parishad'.
A READER
Calcutta

Char Deyal
In her unprovoked
hurry to get
'between my legs' Sm Ratna Bhattacharjee (October 14) overlooked the
simple fact that I only tried to defend
V. Katayev, the author of Squaring
the Circle and not myself; as for my
works, acting,
production,
adaptation, I kept mum.
Thus her refer-

Bhupesh Gupta (Right Commull'
MP) in the Rajya Sabha : Let us in
vite women to set the Punjab hous
t'n order.
Lokenath
Mishra
(Swatantra)
You mean we should import W017l
from Bengal.
Bhupesh Gupta: Let liS not ha
Bengali women.
One such has ma
an utter mess of Uttar Pradesh.
News-ite
For NOW

in Western

lndi

may contact
S. D.CHANDAVARKAR·
10, Kanara House .
Mogal Lane, Mahim
Bombay-I 6.
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